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The emergence of free data on the relief (SRTM) and land coverage (MODIS) spawned a desire to 

develop a map at an appropriate scale  

 

 

 

 







With the use of such data it is possible to make a naturally looking image of the earth surface from 

above. The way to do it in this case was blending of digital images produced from the data.  

 

The blending was performed in Photoshop software and from among several procedures applied one 

 was selected as optimal.  

 

In this optimal procedure the combined shading is employed, which is a 

combination of slope shading and oblique shading.  

 

 



Combined shading could be derived from obliquely shaded hachure maps, commonly used in 19th  

and early 20th centuries, especially in very popular maps of John Arrowsmith (which can be viewed  

in internet at the David Rumsey Map Collection, http://www.davidrumsey.com/home).  















The classic oblique shading shows convexity and is oriented (NW)  

However, it has gray plane which is not always good for illustrative purposes  



Oblique shading is easily comprehended because it looks like natural relief. But there are flat 

areas  too and they look gloomy. There is another disadvantage of oblique shading: the look 

of the  mountains depends on the direction of illumination so we never know which 

representation is the  best.  



Slope shading shows the steepness of slopes, according to the rule: the steeper, the darker,  

leaving flat areas white which makes an essential classification of landscapes. There is no 

orientation and there is no so unambiguous effect of convexity.  



The research had the goal of finding the "best" relief shading, which could be used in a map in 

 combination with color image of natural land cover supplied by MODIS.  

 

 

A process of searching, examining, inquiring and learning began … 



Comparison of shaded relief made for different illumination height  

A: 30º, B: 60º and C: 90º 

 



Comparison of shaded relief made for different illumination height  

A: 30º, B: 60º and C: 90º (enlargements) 



Slope shading with different scale factors:  

z =0,00005 (left) and  

z = 0,0005 (right)  



Slope shading C  

obtained by blending A: z =0,00005 and B: z = 0,0005  



The graphically blended slope shading presented on last slide was used in combination with 

oblique shading to get  the combine shading.  



In comparison with the classic oblique shading this version of combined shading seemed much 

 more visual and interesting because of diversified drawing, somehow resembling natural vew  



What was the most important,  the image was inspiring and encouraged the continuation of the 

process which then consisted of making the color image of the terrain. The newly obtained  

image of shading mingled with color much better creating more tints than the oblique shading  



Comparison of oblique (left) and combine (right) shadings blended with MODIS image  

(enlarged fragment) 

 



Completely irrelevant was later observation that the laboriously obtained image of combined  

shading is almost the same (differs in contrast) as the 60º version of oblique shading 



The similarity of two images of relief shading presented in the last slide should not be  

surprising because  it is logical that the intermediate variant of oblique shading calculated by  

software resembles an  intermediate variant found graphically between the same two extreme  

images. The research has shown that reasoning does not always run the shortest path to the target.  

 

To some extent, such condition makes the interpretation of the blended combine shading image 

easier, which is an advantage. Of course as long as we can interpret the 60º oblique shading,  

remembering Imhof saying that shading [has] - no metric accuracy but visual character.  



In drawing maps a criterion to imitate nature and to draw "as you can see" or "as it looks like", was 

always essential, because it guaranteed legibility of maps by simple associations. 

 

With the development of measurement methods the accuracy of the source data has increased and 

 talks began about the accurate map often in opposition to the map pleasing to the eye.  

 

Principles of drawing mountains in the "accurate" map presented Saxon cartographer J.G.Lehmann 

 who developed rules of hachuring in his work from 1799: „Darstellung einer neuen Theorie zur 

 Bezeichnung der schiefen Flächen im Grundriß, oder der Situationszeichnung der Berge“ (theory of 

 drawing mountains). Theoretically, Lehmann's drawing enabled height reading, but practically, the 

 drawing was almost illegible in mountainous areas and completely devoid of visuality. From 

 Lehmann begins a tendency to apply scientific methods to the drawing of the terrain on maps. 

 



Another discovery was the theory of Viennese cartographer Karl Peucker, included in the work  

Schattenplastik und Farbenplastik, who noticed that the plasticity of the mountains can be achieved 

 not by unscientific hachures or relief shading, but by hypsometric colors with red reserved for the 

 mountains because the nature of the spectrum is that red is perceived as the closest to observer  

and blue as the farthest, so the system takes care of convexity (effect of plasticity). Popularized by 

 the scientists so-called hypsometric map affected imagination of many generations and has been  

challenged only in recent years by a photographic map in natural colors developed for the world  

first time in 1997 (Drachal, 2007).  



About creating theories to simple actions performed daily by a cartographer Imhof had following opinion: the passion for making simple things 

appear profound is widespread in many sciences, and the science of mapping is no exception (Imhof, 1982). During this time of accurate maps 

and measurable image of the earth's surface, staying guided by the old criterion of imitating nature could endanger the bad reviews. As Polish 

cartographer Stanislaw Pietkiewicz, a contemporary and friend of Eduard Imhof, tells us in his work, Les Méthodes Du Figuré Du Relief Sur Les 

Cartes, disputes on how to represent the terrain on maps was very much alive that time. He called it the fight between beauty and truth, himself 

remaining on the side of beauty, but hoping for such ending of a dispute which worshiped both values. 

 

About ability of creating theories to simple actions performed daily by a cartographer Imhof had 

Following opinion: the passion for making simple things appear profound is widespread in many 

 sciences,  and the  science of mapping is no exception (Imhof, 1982).  

 

During this time of accurate maps and measurable image of the earth's surface, staying guided by 

the old criterion of imitating nature could endanger the bad reviews. As Polish cartographer 

Stanislaw Pietkiewicz, a contemporary and friend of Eduard Imhof, tells us in his work,  

Les Méthodes Du Figuré Du Relief Sur Les Cartes, disputes on how to represent the terrain on maps 

was very much alive that time. He called it the fight between beauty and truth, himself remaining 

on the side of beauty, but hoping for such ending of a dispute which worshiped both values. 



Peucker attacked the great achievements of Swiss cartography saying that the beautiful Swiss map 

 is not at all a map, and only a painted view in a vertical projection and the praise of the map that is 

 like relief is mindless. Famous Polish cartographer Eugeniusz Romer believed that the map of 

 Dufour and modern Swiss maps produce objectless images and exaggerate and falsify the essence 

 of the sculpture of the Alps. The Swiss were not indifferent to the critical reviews, for example, 

 Fridolin Becker postulated that surveyor and mathematician stop thinking that they are the 

 cartographers. While on his maps, he said with the conviction that this is the image the most 

 similar to directly observed in nature made with signs that explain themselves (Pietkiewicz, 1930). 



Currently, the dispute is gone, the defense of measurability of the image of the earth's surface – as 

 the main goal of mapping by Romer is not any longer the goal, and the Swiss map is a model for the 

 whole world. On the contrary, all the measurable attributes of map except for cartographic 

 projection are seized by computer equipment, and what is left for a traditional visual map on paper 

 or screen is to stay visual, affect the senses and thus the imagination, stimulate and inspire, force 

 understanding of space. The map is currently not for measuring but for watching and all the 

 abstract representations of the terrain on maps are replaced by the increasingly popular image of 

 the earth in natural colors, which is a return to the criterion of "so as you can see".  



The image of the terrain shown here certainly have no importance to the measurability of the 

 image of the earth's surface and it could not be Romer's accurate map as it would be difficult to 

 interpret the different shades of colors. It is, however, the result of a logical combination of the 

 image of the terrain relief and a simplified coverage of that area (vegetation or lack of it) and so 

 such combination portrays the basic physics of this place (formerly the name physical map was 

 used) or going from Greek into Latin, portrays the nature. Although it doesn't correspond exactly 

 to definition "as you can see", it follows the criterion of imitating nature. For the author and the 

 group of friends this representation of land is inspiring, showing things that have not been noticed 

 before, but also cleansing the imagination filled with abstract colors of our planet.  



Colorful image of the terrain from previous slides can be made more legible and closer to the map 

 with the use of other data e.g. urban areas, rivers, lakes and country borders 







Based on this method of blending images a map of Central Europe in scale 1:2 Million has been 

made 






















